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As referenced in the MISA PNC Plan, Priority Funding Area 2, Research and Evaluation
Each project team will submit a final report in the form of an abstract. Each abstract will
be presented to the MISA Leaders and posted to the PNC website as a reference to all
member boards. Poster or electronic presentations will be presented at the 2017-2018
NOEL Leadership Conference and / or to NOEL Directors during the 2017-2018 school
year. Other opportunities to share learning will be explored with Lakehead University and
other MISA PNCs.
Final Report Due May 30, 2018
Please submit to Colleen Kappel, MISA Executive Lead via email
Colleen_Kappel@lakeheadschools.ca
Upon receipt of the final report, the remaining 25% ($2,500) of funds will be dispersed.
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DUE DATE: Wednesday, May 30, 2018
Board:

Superior-Greenstone

Topic:

Numeracy: Continuing to Connect the Concrete to the Abstract

Lead:

Kathleen Schram

Email:

kschram@sgdsb.on.ca

What did you learn?

Our work and learning this year closely aligned with the work of our Renewed Math Strategy.
The components we will speak of here, is through the lens of the work we engaged in with our
Junior teachers. This work involved continuing to increase educator understanding of visual
representations and the impact connections between these representations have on
conceptual thinking. Cathy Fosnot’s Young Mathematicians at Work: Constructing
Multiplication and Division book was used to increase educator conceptual understanding of
the Fosnot landscapes and the developmental trajectories students follow as they work
towards the horizon. Engaging in a deeper understanding of this, allowed us to take a closer
look at student work, and determine responsive next steps. Part of this work involved the use
of the Collobartive Analysis of Students Math Thinking (CASMT) as a protocol. And the
learning through this protocol that helped to deepen conversations about content and learning
trajectories while engaging in the work.

Some learning collected from contributions to chat pods from our online Adobe sessions:

This work also connected with the learning we were engaging in around creating thinking
classrooms. We learned about the intellectual tools that need to be supported,

And how when we are deepening understanding through visual representations we are
supporting ‘thinking strategies’ with our students.
Moving forward we will continue to build on our knowledge of thinking classrooms and explore
how tools such as Dreambox will impact our students’ learning and understanding.

We also continue to engage in some of the research that we started last year, and ethics was
just approved to be a part of continued research – information attached… Although no costs
were yet associated with this, we are excited to engage in follow ups and provide learning
based on what the research indicated.

What will you do next time?

It is our intent to move forward with bringing data-driven instruction to a more personalized
learning classroom. Supporting educators in ways to deeper use the landscape to track and
respond to student thinking. We will continue to support the use of the landscape in tracking
and responding to student thinking and will analyze the data from other sources such as
Dreambox to further support a data driven inquiry process with educators.

What are your recommendations?

Our recommendations are to continue to look for and support ways to make student
work/data relevant to the learning that is occurring through school learning plans. We are
making strides forward in this, but continue to need to support data analysis/assessment
through a process of triangulation, and are looking to build capacity in a variety of tools to
support educators and school teams in doing so.

Total Dollars Allocated: $

12 000

Activity Description

Expenditures

Teacher release time

$3924

Dreambox Software licenses

$5363.43

Dreambox PD for data analysis

$612.96

PO# 36778 for Fosnot Context For Learning Kits

$2771.48

Total

$12 671.87
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